We, Nanotec-Systems started our Cable Production in 2006, inspired with the Success of the Consumer Electronics Show Demonstration. In 2007, we improved our first Speaker Cable the “Golden Strada #79” by Newly Developed Colloidal Liquid of [nano3] which means 3-times Higher Density & nano-sized Silver micro-Particles, combination, resulting “Golden Strada #79nano3”. Now, we enter the New Era of this “Nano-3” Series. It was named “Cayenne”. As you can notice by the Drawing-1, we added 11-strings of 0.5mm² OFC Conductors, which makes the Sectional Area from 1.272 mm² to 3.629 mm². Also, we developed new Colloidal Liquid adding 5% silver, which makes Sharper Detail of High Frequency together with Very Rich Base Sound.

By the effect of these Improvement, you can drive your favorite Speakers with your favorite Amplifier realizing “True of your Passion on your Audio”. Terminated Version of this New Speaker Cable will be Followed.